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Introducing Decoroom Kitchen!
Bearing our Client’s needs in mind, we have created a kitchen department
that deals in comprehensive finishing of kitchen furnishings and more.
We invite you to familiarise yourself with the detailed offering of Decoroom Kitchen.
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More than just a kitchen
Are you dreaming of a beautiful kitchen that will become the heart of
your home or about a wardrobe that will hold all your clothes? We have
created the Decoroom Kitchen department that will take care of apartment
furnishings in a comprehensive way, starting from the design, through
selection of materials, to assembly of furniture.
At Decoroom Kitchen, we create all sorts of
furnishings in the form of built-in wardrobes,
home library or bathroom cabinets. When
choosing a kitchen with Decoroom you
receive:

Kitchen

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION BY DECOROOM

• a design created by an interior architect
who specialises in kitchen arrangements,
• 3D visualisations,
• individual selection of materials,
• furniture made to measure,
• delivery and assembly of furniture
included in the price,
• optional comprehensive selection of
household appliances and kitchen
lighting.

decoroom.eu
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ROOM

KITCHEN TEAM
The Decoroom Kitchen team is formed by experienced interior architects, who specialize in designing custom-made furniture. They’re characterized by creativity, being open to innovation and
professionalism. Thanks to their commitment and innovative approach to each one project, they
earned a growing group of satisfied customers. Today, they can show a wide portfolio of our realizations.

Kitchen
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Play the DECO GAME with us and
join the group of our Clients who
are happy with their interiors!

Apartment
design
following your needs, we
		Concept:
prepare the functional layout: ele-

→

ments of furniture, closets, wardrobe,
and kitchen.

→ 		 Initial selection of materials: we
select kitchen systems and finishing
materials for the kitchen and other
furnishings. We advise you on the selection of household appliances.

selection of materials: we
		Detailed
select specific materials, colours, and

→

equipment to create your kitchen, clos-

estimate.

when to make a payment. You gain

nishings.

the comfort of being able to plan your

Payment schedule: we prepare a sched-

spendings and control over your budget.

of implementation: we
		Oversight
supervise every stage of the works to

→

estimate, we will sign the agreement.

make sure the project is implemented

Design: we prepare a bespoke and

correctly and on time.

		detailed design that shows what is

→

quotation for the kitchen and other fur-

→

the agreement: after familiaris		Signing
ing yourself with the design and the cost

→
→

the cost estimate: we pre		Updating
pare the updated version of the cost

→

Implementation of
the kitchen
and furnishings

ets or the furniture designed.

estimate that includes the approximate

Commencement of finishing works.

3

Designing
the kitchen
and furnishings

		ule thanks to which you will know well

→		Initial cost estimate: we prepare a cost

•

2

GAME

1

going to be done in your apartment.

		we prepare a 3D visualisation to show

Visualisation: upon the Client’s request

control: you can control the costs
		Cost
at each stage of the works.
→		Warranty: after the works are completed, we provide you with a 24 month

→

what the design will look like prior to
commencing the works.

•

Completion of finishing works.

warranty.

•

Woodwork is finished: time to accept
your kitchen!

Acceptance of the apartment.

Your apartment is ready!
Kitchen
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Q&A

Frequently Asked Questions

How to plan correctly the location of applianc-

and the scope of works. It usually takes from 3

es in a kitchen made to measure?

days to 2 weeks. If stone, glass, metal fittings, or

The primary principle of designing kitchen space

upholstery are involved this time will be extended

is the so-called working triangle. It consists in

because measurements and production of these

assigning appliances (fridge, sink, and cooking

materials can take place only after the previous

Is furniture assembled against an addi-

plate) to tips of a triangle. Preparing meals re-

stage of furniture assembly is completed.

tional charge?

quires making certain actions in a specific order.

The service we offer includes assembling

First, we take out products from the fridge, we

Can I order a single piece of furniture, e.g.

furniture, connecting electrical appliances

wash them, and then we put them in a pot, pan,

a sink cabinet?

equipped with a power cord and cabinet

or in the oven. That’s why the distances between

No, for logistics reasons we do not deal in single

lighting to electrical installation, as well as

appliances in the working triangle should fit with-

piece of furniture. We provide a comprehensive

connecting other appliances to the plumb-

in the following ranges: 120-210 cm between the

service.

ing system (stove top, hood, oven, fridge,

fridge and the sink, 120-210 cm between the sink

sink, tap, dishwasher, and other applianc-

and the cooking plate (90 in small rooms), 120-

es necessary for the furniture to function in

270 cm between the fridge and the cooking plate.

accordance with its purpose).
What affects the price of kitchen furniture?
What is the lead time in the case of fur-

Do you only install kitchen furnishings?

The price of furniture is influenced by many fac-

niture?

We install all types of furniture, both built-in and

tors, including type of material, shape and form

Lead times depend on the material selected.

free-standing: tables, chests of drawers; built-

of the fronts and the type of accessories used.

Standard lead time is 8-10 weeks.

in upholstered furniture, metal fittings, such as
bookshelves, doors etc..

When can furniture be sent for production? Do

All furniture produced by us is covered by

we have to wait for the finishing works to be

Do you have a materials catalogue?

a 24-month warranty. However, the warranty

completed?

No, we do not have such a catalogue. Furniture

does not cover mechanical damage, such as:

These two stages are interconnected. Detailed

designs and materials are selected and tailored

overtaxed guides, damaged varnish coat, doors

measurements and ordering the furniture de-

to the Client’s needs. Please visit our showroom.

torn off hinges, defects resulting from incorrect

signed to be manufactured can happen only af-

During your visit we will show you samples of

use or cleaning of the furniture.

ter the finishing works, such as laying tiles in the

cabinet fronts, counter tops, and other materials.

kitchen working belt, laying floors and making

We also prepare samples for the purposes of the

How long does it take to assemble furniture

changes to the electrical and plumbing installa-

given implentation.

made to measure?

tions, are completed.

Kitchen

Is furniture covered by warranty?

Assembly time depends on the size of the order
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MATERIALS

Fronts

Laminate
Laminate furnishings are resistant to mechanical damage and high temperature. They are available in a wide
range of designs, colours, and surface textures: smooth,

Varnish

opalescent, matte, or imitation wood. Laminate fur-

Using this material will allow us to implement

nishings are also characterised by high resistance to

the design in any style: from modern, through

humidity. They are easy to clean and very resistant to

minimalist, to highly decorative and more clas-

scratching. It is the most popular type of imitation wood

sic. Fronts are coated with specialist varnishes,

furniture finish.

available in a wide range of colours, including
matte or glossy finish. Furniture with varnished
fronts works well in bathrooms and other rooms
with increased humidity.

Veneer
This is a material that works best on smooth fronts. This
type of finish offers a natural and unique wood grain
Price

Resistance to high temperature
Resistance to scratching
Resistance to mechanical damage
Colour palette
Types of finish
Colour durability
Ease of cleaning
Durability
Lead time

Kitchen

•
••
••
•••
•••
••
••
•••
••
•••
•

VARNISH

••
•••
••
•
•
•••
•
••
••
••
••

VENEER

•••
•
•
•
•
••
•••
••
•••
••
•••

• low, •• medium, ••• high

Resistance to humidity

LAMINATE

GRADE 1–3:

FRONT EVALUATION GRADES

decoroom.eu

that creates one of a kind indoor atmosphere. It is an
interesting alternative to solid wood fronts. Additionally, veneer is much lighter, and easier to work with and
maintain. Veneer furnishings are an alternative to solid
wood fronts.
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Granite
Choosing a granite countertop first of all means that
you are choosing a natural material, which makes it safe
for your health and environmentally-friendly. Granite

Quartz conglomerate

tops are available in a wide range of colours and surface

Quartz countertops are characterised by very high durability and

structures. The pattern you see on the material is com-

resistance to mechanical damage and dirt. Thanks to their smooth

pletely unique; you will never find two identical tops.

texture they are easy to keep clean and they have anti-bacterial

These products are resistance to high temperatures,

properties. Manufacturers offer a wide range of colours. Quartz con-

abrasion, mechanical damage, and scratching. Thanks

glomerates are harder and much lighter than natural stone. They

to appropriate surface treatment it is resistance to

have low absorbability, so they can be used in rooms where they

moisture and staining (with water, fats, wine, or juices).

MATERIALS

Countertops

will come in contact with water. However, the surface itself is not
indestructible. Quartz conglomerates are resistant to elevated temperatures, but hot pots must be put on protective coasters.

Solid wood
This is a material that is 100% natural and hygroscopic. This means
that it reacts to changing ambient conditions. It absorbs water
vapour, and therefore its surface can expand or shrink depending
on air humidity. Wood countertops are easy to machine and renovate, but they are also susceptible to staining and scratching, and
therefore you should avoid cutting food directly on the countertop
without a cutting board. Wood is an inflammable material, so you
should exercise care, use protective coasters, and never put hot pots
directly on the countertop. Solid wood tops are a beautiful and natural product that is also very demanding.

Kitchen

decoroom.eu
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MATERIALS

Peka systems and accessories
Le-Mans II

Dispensa

A system whose shape is similar to the

A system that ensures visibility and access to its

French race track. It allows you to utilise

contents from both sides. It needs only a light pull

your space efficiently with sliding shelves.

to slide everything out.

All contents of the corner cabinet can slide
out.

OEKO Universal
A set of waste receptacles. The large one makes

Magic-Corner Comfort

it possible to hang two bags in it, thus providing

This a corner system that enables to use

space for waste sorting, and the receptacle being

the so-called “blind” kitchen corner effec-

topped with a ring ensures that the bags are held

tively. Its construction allows you slide out

in place and will not slide off. It is also possible

all shelves.

to install anti-slip mats to protect the bottom of

Le-Mans II

Magic-Corner Comfort

Kitchen Tower

Dispensa

OEKO Universal

Wooden insert

the drawer.

Kitchen Tower
When you open the front, the system slides

Wooden insert

out of the cabinet, providing free access to

An insert made of oak wood for organising your

its contents from three sides. The bottom

drawers that helps to keep things orderly and or-

shelf is equipped with a mat that protects

ganise the space inside your drawers effectively.

it against scratching which can be easily re-

The insert’s modular elements allow you to con-

moved and cleaned, as well as a side holder

figure your drawers in any way you please.

for the cutting board.

Kitchen

decoroom.eu
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION BY DECOROOM

ROOM

Kitchen

Kitchen

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish
COUNTERTOPS: sinter
WORKING BELT: sinter

Kitchen

Szamocka str.

21

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish
COUNTERTOPS: terrazzo
WORKING BELT: terrazzo

Kitchen

Białej floty str.

23

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish with decorative fraises
COUNTERTOPS: quartz conglomerate
WORKING BELT: quartz conglomerate

Kitchen

Mińska str. II

25

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish
COUNTERTOPS: quartz conglomerate
WORKING BELT: tiles - mosaic

Kitchen

Kłopot str.

27

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: laminate
COUNTERTOPS: laminate
WORKING BELT: glass

Kitchen

Obrzeżna str.

29

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: veneer and MDF matte varnish
COUNTERTOPS: quartz conglomerate
WORKING BELT: quartz conglomerate and veneer

Kitchen

Olbrachta str.

31

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: laminate
COUNTERTOPS: laminate
WORKING BELT: glass

Kitchen

Mińska str.

33

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF high gloss varnish
and veneer elements
COUNTERTOPS: granite

Kitchen

Mińska str. I

35

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF deep matte varnish
COUNTERTOPS: conglomerate

Kitchen

Rakowska str.

37

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish with decorative fraises
COUNTERTOPS: solid wood
WORKING BELT: tiles

Kitchen

Głębocka str.

39

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish and laminate
COUNTERTOPS: granite
WORKING BELT: glass

Kitchen

Mościckiego str.

41

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF board covered with a layer of metal and matte varnish
COUNTERTOPS: granite
WORKING BELT: granite

Kitchen

Waldorffa str.

43

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF board covered with a layer of metal and mirror fronts
COUNTERTOPS: laminate
WORKING BELT: mirror

Kitchen

Sowińskiego str.

45

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish
COUNTERTOPS: laminate
WORKING BELT: tiles

Kitchen

Grzybowska str.

47

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish and veneer
COUNTERTOPS: laminate
WORKING BELT: laminate

Kitchen

Syreny str.

49

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish
COUNTERTOPS: sinter
WORKING BELT: sinter

Kitchen

Żupnicza str.

51

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: laminate
COUNTERTOPS: laminate
WORKING BELT: laminate

Kitchen

Dzielna str.

53

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish with cutter, mirror
COUNTERTOPS: quartz conglomerate and glass
WORKING BELT: quartz conglomerate

Kitchen

Jagiellońska str.

55

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matt varnish
COUNTERTOPS: quartz conglomerate
WORKING BELT: tiles

Kitchen

Rudzka str.

57

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish with cutter
COUNTERTOPS: laminate
WORKING BELT: tiles

Kitchen

Senatorska str.

59

Kitchen

ROOM

FRONTS: laminate
COUNTERTOPS: granite
WORKING BELT: glass/tiles

Kitchen

ul. Przasnyska III

61

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION BY DECOROOM

ROOM

Kitchen

Bathroom

Bathroom

ROOM

Kitchen

Białej floty str.

Dzielna str.

Białej Floty str.

Dzielna str.

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish

FRONTS: MDF milled mat varnish

COUNTERTOPS: MDF matte varnish

COUNTERTOPS: quartz conglomerate

65

Bathroom

ROOM

Kitchen

Lirowa str.

Rudzka str.

Lirowa str.

Rudzka str.

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish

FRONTS: MDF matt varnish

COUNTERTOPS: laminate

COUNTERTOPS: corian

67

Bathroom

ROOM

Kitchen

Kłopot str.

Grzybowska str.

Kłopot str.

Grzybowska str.

FRONTS: MDF board covered with a layer of metal

FRONTS: laminate

COUNTERTOPS: MDF board covered with a layer of metal

COUNTERTOPS: laminate

69

Bathroom

ROOM

Kitchen

Mińska str. I

Fort Wola str.

Mińska str. I

Fort Wola str.

FRONTS: veneer

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish

COUNTERTOPS: veneer

COUNTERTOPS: MDF board matte varnish

71

Bathroom

ROOM

Kitchen

Żupnicza str.

Zambrowska str.

Żupnicza str.

Zambrowska str.

FRONTS: veneer

FRONTS: veneer and MDF matte varnish

COUNTERTOPS: quartz conglomerate

COUNTERTOPS: quartz conglomerate

73

Bathroom

ROOM

Kitchen

Syreny str.

Szlenkierów str.

Syreny str.

Szlenkierów str.

FRONTS: laminate

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish

COUNTERTOPS: granite

COUNTERTOPS: MDF matte varnish

75

Bathroom

ROOM

Rakowska str.
FRONTS: vanish veneer
COUNTERTOPS: quartzite
CUPBOARD: metal constructions

Kitchen

Rakowska str.

77

Bathroom

ROOM

Mińska str. I

Woronicza str.

WARDROBES / FRONTS:

WARDROBES / FRONTS: board covered with a layer

high gloss varnish

of metal

MAIN BODY: laminate

MAIN BODY: board covered with a layer of metal
COUNTERTOPS: board covered with a layer of metal

Kitchen

Mińska str. I

Woronicza str.
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ROOM

Kitchen

Other
furniture

Other furniture

ROOM

Kitchen

Olbrachta str.

Lirowa str.

Olbrachta str.

Lirowa str.

TV CABINETS / FRONTS: MDF matte varnish

CLOSETS WITH OPEN RECESSES /

MAIN BODY: MDF matte varnish and natural

FRONTS: laminate

veneer

RECESS: laminate

83

Other furniture

ROOM

Kitchen

Przasnyska str.

Szlenkierów str.

Przasnyska str.

Szlenkierów str.

WARDROBES / FRONTS: natural vaneer

WARDROBES / FRONTS: board covered

MAIN BODY: laminate

with a layer of metal

85

Other furniture

ROOM

Magazynowa str.

Mińska str. I

WARDROBES / FRONTS: MDF matte varnish

WARDROBES / FRONTS: high gloss varnish

MAIN BODY: laminate

MAIN BODY: laminate
LIGHTING: LED strip

Kitchen

Magazynowa str.

Mińska str. I
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Other furniture

ROOM

Kitchen

Przasnyska str. II

Dzielna str.

Przasnyska str. II

Dzielna str.

WARDROBES / FRONTS: mirror

WARDROBES / FRONTS: mirror

89

Other furniture

ROOM

Kitchen

Żupnicza str.

Kłopot str.

Żupnicza str.

Kłopot str.

WARDROBES WITH EQUIPMENT / FRONTS:

UPHOLSTERED SEAT

MDF matt varnish

FRONTS: MDF matte varnish

MAIN BODY: laminate

DOOR: milk glass in a metal frame
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Other furniture

ROOM

Kitchen

Cybernetyki str.

Kłopot str.

Cybernetyki str.

Kłopot str.

BOOKCASE / FRONTS: laminate

BOOKCASE / FRONTS: laminate

MAIN BODY: laminate

MAIN BODY: laminate

93

Other furniture

ROOM

Waldorffa str.

Waldorffa str.

METAL CONSTRUCTIONS

METAL CONSTRUCTIONS

RTV CABINET: MDF matte varnish and metal
constructions

Kitchen

Waldorffa str.

Waldorffa str.

95

Other furniture

ROOM

Kitchen

Grzybowska str.

Mińska str. I

Grzybowska str.

Mińska str. I

METAL CONSTRUCTIONS WITH MESH

METAL CONSTRUCTIONS

FRONS: MDF matt varnish

WARDROBES: metal contructions

COUNTERTOPS: laminate

CABINETS: MDF matte varnish

97

Other furniture

ROOM

Kitchen

Kłopot str.

Szlenkierów str.

Kłopot str.

Szlenkierów str.

FRENCH DOORS / DOORS: metal construction

FRENCH DOORS / DOORS:

with milk glass

metal construction with transparent glass

99

Other furniture

ROOM

Kitchen

Poprzeczna str.

Mińska str. I

Poprzeczna str.

Mińska str. I

FRENCH DOORS / DOORS:

FRENCH DOORS / DOORS:

four-leaf, glazed metal construction

four-leaf, glazed metal construction
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ROOM

Kitchen

Deco
more

MORE

Spaces made to measure
Kitchens
Dream kitchen?
The kitchen should reflect the lifestyle

the kitchen is usually a space open to the

and fit perfectly into the contemporary

living room, so it basically acts as its exten-

trendy while still having an element of

sion. Therefore, it should match the overall

timelessness. It’s good when the kitchen is

concept and remain “up to date” at each

equipped with original solutions, that go

stage of the tenants’ lives.

beyond the classic design.
Then how do you make sure that the

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION BY DECOROOM

But kitchen isn’t only a place where you

Kitchen

kitchen matches not only the living room

cook. Frequently it’s where the family

but also the rest of the apartment, so

life happens. How do you combine those

that all rooms form a single whole?

functions?

The design of the kitchen should be drafted

One very important element of creating

in parallel with the other day rooms or the

a kitchen is to correctly define the cus-

rooms adjacent to it. It’s best if the concept

tomer’s expectations during the designing

selected contains elements that are com-

stage. That’s why we need to know the

mon for the whole space. These can be the

everyday needs and habits of future ten-

materials used, colours, or sophisticated

ants, and even anticipate certain situations

details. If the kitchen is open to the day

that may take place in their lives. Combin-

section, then it should form a whole with

ing functionality with a place for spending

it, merging smoothly with it. A cohesive

time with the family every day is the quin-

interior is a harmonious interior in which

tessence of timelessness. It gives comfort

everything is in its place.

to us and to future generations. Currently,

decoroom.eu
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side, because innovation and functionality

factors. Sometimes, the beauty of a piece

Furthermore, there are no cooking smells

of the interior are just as important as its

of furniture’s form may prevail over its

indoors because the ventilation hood starts

ments like hinges, closing systems etc..

external design. For the customer it is key

functionality, while fascination with a tem-

by itself and adjusts the suction power to

The solutions available today are practi-

to match the appliances’ technical capabil-

porarily fashionable material may prevail

match the output of the oven. But smart

cally unlimited, from the access to various

ities to his needs and expectations.

over its practical application. For example,

kitchen doesn’t mean only state-of-the-

contrary to the principles of design, plastic

art technologies and faster equipment. It

materials to the selection of household appliances. This way we can create a unique,

Which principles of designing kitchens

may win with granite. Precious materials

is also ecological thinking and paying at-

functional space adapted to the customer’s

depend on the current market trends?

of high quality, such as steel, glass, or sol-

tention to the quality of these appliances,

preferences. All the elements that are made

We are convinced that the kitchen should

id wood, are always a good choice for the

and whether or not their parameters and

to order ensure that the end result is one

be well-organised, ergonomic, perfectly

kitchen.

implemented solutions enable keeping the

of a kind. A unique kitchen is also formed

match the owners’ needs, and also have

by using materials originating in different,

a lot of storage places. These are universal

products fresh for longer. There are special
Does something like a “smart” kitchen

waste basket systems that allow you to sort

exist?

and dispose of waste in your kitchen, which

as stone or wood which, as natural prod-

Yes, it does. It is a room whose furnishing

benefits the environment. To recapitulate,

ucts, already come with their unique pat-

and spatial arrangement make our life eas-

to most people a smart kitchen means

terns. Meanwhile electric systems for lifting,

ier. By implementing ergonomic solutions,

one that is technologically advanced, con-

opening cabinets or drawers make using

using the appliances will be more conven-

trolled by a computer, and pro-ecological.

the kitchen easy and convenient. Thanks

ient, and the time spent in the kitchen will

In a few years, however, we may want to

to such solutions as handle-free systems

become much shorter. Household appli-

have our own small vegetable patch in it

ances now feature wireless communica-

because we will be more health-oriented.

flat. This way the kitchen becomes luxurious and elegant.
You mentioned household appliances.
What should customer expect of them?
Here, the choice is not limited to a good
brand or unique appearance. It’s also about
innovative technical solutions hidden in-

Kitchen

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION BY DECOROOM

frequently distant parts of the world, such

the fronts of cabinets and drawers remain

MORE

Kitchen is more that what you can see
at first glance. It’s also the hidden ele-

tion capabilities. The oven which can be

I’m pretty sure that special appliances for

activated remotely by using a smartphone

this purpose will be available. This is the

application is equipped with an intuitive

direction in which works on designing and

touchscreen. We prepare the dish, put it

equipping a smart kitchen should go: envi-

in the oven, and go out. Before returning

ronmental protection and health.

we press the application icon on the smartphone in advance and when we get back
home, a hot meal is already waiting for us.

decoroom.eu
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Wardrobes and cabinets are places which

the wardrobe, from the floor to the ceiling.

and its furnishing. You cannot see the con-

These include special hangers that go up

tents from outside, which is an advantage,

and down, as well as shelves with light-

because then only the household members

are not as visible as the kitchen, but just

ing which facilitates access to the clothes

know what’s behind this or that door. Clos-

as important. Is it about function?

stored on them. We can also equip the

ets in which we keep household or kitchen

First of all, the wardrobe should be next

wardrobe with drawers containing special

equipment, the ironing board, or laundry

to the bedroom or the bathroom and be

spacers and organisers for storing various

baskets should be made of materials which

connected with the adjacent room. Today,

accessories and jewellery in them. Or you

are more durable that those used in clothes

combining the wardrobe with the bedroom

can have the wardrobe be completely open

cabinets. The primary requirement for such

or making it an interconnecting room is very

to the bedroom.

space is that it must be arranged in a well

tice very well. One interesting tend in the

But not everyone wants to have their

needs.

case of wardrobes is to give them glass or

clothes be on display.

popular. It is a solution that works in prac-

MORE

Wardrobes and closets

thought out way and matched to the user’s

transparent fronts which, in addition to their

Installing sliding doors will be a good solu-

WIOLETA CIEŚLIK

practical aspect, also act as an original form

tion for those who do not want to show
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of decoration. When everything inside the

the contents of their closets to their guests.
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wardrobe is neat, arranged by colour, and

Today, the technological systems that en-

moreover, if this section of the apartment is

able their operation are hidden. This way

made of top quality materials, it will always

everything is very precise and easy to op-

enrich the space. This way, the room’s or-

erate. Fronts are made of the best mate-

ganisation is well thought out when it comes

rials: veneers, solid wood, glass or forged

to the amount of clothes and accessories we

elements.

want to keep there.
Closets aren’t used just for storing
What do we do when this amount of

clothes. What is the difference, inside

clothes and accessories is much greater

and outside, between a clothes cabinet

than average?

and one in which we keep everyday use

There are systems in the market that make

equipment?

it possible to use all of the space inside

The difference applies only to the interior
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Contact us

Showroom Warsaw
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Decoroom Kitchen Sp. z o.o.
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02-002 Warsaw

50-379 Wrocław

business hours:
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Contact
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kitchen@decoroom.eu

www.decoroom.eu

+48 888 220 110 Warsaw

blog.decoroom.eu

+48 888 840 860 Wrocław
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